
Play&Work



Play as you work, work as you play

You make different decisions in your work every day.  Each of them is like a move in a game, bringing you closer  
to victory. The space around you is the game board the optimal arrangement of its elements is the key to your success. The 
process of designing workstations can be compared to predicting several moves ahead in the game. Space arrangement 
simply cannot correspond only to current needs. Thanks to its wide range of functional options,  the Play&Work system is 
a strategic choice that will help you win every single game.

The true winner, however, is the one who achieves business aims and gets the best results. In this context, talented employees 
who make good use of their abilities are indispensable. The design of your office based on the newest trends and studies is 
sure to attract the best workers.  

It will also allow them to develop their professional passions within your company. The Play&Work system is the best solution 
for a modern office. Discover its functional options and use it in your game.

Designed by

Jan Wertel & Gernot Oberfell 

Jan Wertel and Gernot Oberfell are world-famous designers who can combine art with functionality. They look for design inspiration in the surrounding world – in 
the reality that is closest and most tangible for all of us. When designing, they try to ignore conceptual limitations. On the basis of a trial and error process driven 
by their experience and exceptional sense of design, they create innovative concepts that become ready-to-use, functional and eye-catching products at the next 
stage of design. They often use elements of building architecture,  by weaving the forms of existing constructions into their projects. They also applied the 
method when creating the Play&Work system, whose design combines metal elements with warm colours and fabrics. The Play&Work system won the Red Dot 
Award 2016, thanks to its functionality and unique design. 

We have always been interested in constructions, systems and the modern design language. Because every project is different, it has its own requirements and 
limitations; a key thing in the whole design process is the ability to filter  
all the possible inspiration that comes to mind and choose only the real ideas.  The aspect that makes every project unique and interesting is sometimes  
the overall shape of the item being designed, its surface or even a small detail.
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1 Shared work zone
 Good communication is the basis of effective teamwork; 
it is natural for this to take place in an office space.  

2 Individual work zone
 This zone includes workstations designed for performing 
individual tasks that require concentration. The type  
of workstations and their arrangement should be 
adjusted to the work style of the team.

3 Concentration zone
Everyone needs a secluded place to carry out tasks  
that require concentration sometimes. A desk designed 
for performing undisturbed work allows employees  
to act effectively and isolates them from the noise 
generated by an open space.
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4 Managerial office zone
 Managerial offices attract the attention of visitors  
and business partners. They are also places where  
the most important decisions concerning the whole 
company are taken. The arrangement of a managerial  
office has to respond to the space owner’s needs,  
but it must also reflect the organisation’s style.

5 Informal meeting zone
 Access to a spontaneous meeting zone in an office 
facilitates communication and the process of organising 
meetings.

6 Formal meeting zone
 Every office needs space to organise formal meetings, 
recruitment processes, training courses or presentations. 
A closed room ensures the privacy of meetings and  
the ability to concentrate, which facilitates the process  
of making important decisions.
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Furniture finishes  
BI White, NJ Acacia Light, Blazer CUZ2W, RAL 9005 Jet black, 
RAL 9016 Traffic white

Teamwork –  
because two heads 
are better than 
one
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No less than 24% of employee job satisfaction depends on a workplace. The right level of employee job satisfaction has 
a huge impact on people’s motivation and increases their identification with a company. How should we arrange an office 
space to attract the most talented employees and improve a team’s job commitment?

Furniture finishes  
BI White, NJ Acacia Light, Blazer CUZ63, RAL 9016 Traffic white
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Today’s world is based on knowledge and quick access to information. The workbench workstation formula, supports communication and 
ensures an easy flow of information between employees. The height-adjustable tops in workbenches with an H-type leg allow employees 
to adjust the workstation to their individual needs.

Furniture finishes
 BI White; Blazer CUZ1W, RAL 9005 Jet black10
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88% of employees claim that informal meetings positively influence the overall atmosphere at work and the relationships within 
a team.

The Play&Work high table, integrated with a cabinet responds to this need. Meetings held standing in a less formal atmosphere are 
shorter and more effective.  The table also allows for changing the working position, while its ergonomically rounded corners ensure 
safe use.

Furniture finishes  
BI White, RAL 9005 Jet black12
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Furniture finishes 
BI White, NF Saffron, RAL 9005 Jet black, RAL 9016 Traffic white
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Furniture finishes 
BI White, RAL 9005 Jet black, RAL 9016 Traffic white, Synergy LDS55 14



Individual successes 
lead to joint victories
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Furniture finishes 
NL Natural Country Beech, RAL 9016 Traffic 

white
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53% of people admit to being disturbed by other colleagues when performing their tasks. Employees’ attempts to concentrate 
can consume as much as a half an hour every day. Assuming that a year consists of 250 working days, employees waste 
approximately 7% of their working time. One solution to this problem is dividing an office into zones that facilitate the 
performance of particular tasks. The right division of an office space allows employees to achieve flow, which is a state 
characterised by absolute concentration, efficiency and a feeling of job satisfaction. 
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Today’s office comprises many different work zones that ensure a smooth transfer from quiet places designed for undisturbed 
work to places designed for teamwork, where team support and time for reflection are key. The noise  and the number of devices 
surrounding employees strongly influence the quality of their work. 

The Play&Work freestanding cabinets help section off a space without the need to generate a fixed division.  They ensure 
privacy, while providing employees with  the possibility to stay in contact with the rest of their team. Freestanding cabinets are 
also perfect places for storing office materials.

Furniture finishes 
NJ Acacia Light, BI White, Blazer CUZ28, RAL 9005 Jet black
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Furniture finishes  
BI White, RAL 9005 Jet black, RAL 9016 Traffic white, Blazer CUZ28 19



Furniture finishes  
Blazer CUZ86, CUZ26, CUZ09, 1.007 Beech, RAL 9016 Traffic white20



Work in silence, 
relax or talk
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Furniture finishes  
Synergy LDS31, LDS59, LDS18, LDS58, NC Champagne Hard Maple, RAL 9016 Traffic white
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Office space can have a positive impact on the atmosphere and social relations in the workplace. The right design is the 
key to success. Areas intended for spontaneous informal meetings, fun rooms and other relaxation zones are particularly 
important, as study reports say they boost employee creativity and spontaneous exchange of information.

The Play&Work line of sofas will be a perfect choice for such areas. By picking modules in intense, vivid colours and 
juxtaposing them with free-standing tables, you can create the perfect place to have your morning coffee, over which you 
and your team can plan out your entire day at the office. Play&Work is a system of sofas with high, upholstered walls 
which can be used to build a “room in a room”: a separate area close to the work area, where you can sit down and discuss 
a project with your colleagues at any time.

Furniture finishes  
Synergy LDS56, LDS58, LDS55, 1.007 Beech; RAL 9016 Traffic white
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Furniture finishes  
Era CSE20, CSE11, Synergy ,LDS55, LDS31, LDS56, BI White, 1.007 Beech, RAL 9016 Traffic white24
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Play with 
colours
Colours 
Colours can significantly affect human perception and psycho-physical state, which is why the influence they exert on people is the 
subject of many surveys – we should not forget about this when choosing furniture. Depending on the type of activity zone in an 
office, a properly selected colour can facilitate employees’ concentration and motivate them to work. An integral part of the 
Play&Work system is a dedicated colour concept. The colours of upholstery, furniture board and metal accessories allow to create 
workstations that match the organisational culture and reflect the character of the tasks employees perform.

Open space
Green and blue are colours that evoke positive associations and whose role is to calm people down and help them stay focused. Green 
helps people calm their minds and take  well thought out decisions. Blue is a colour of peace and quietness – it reduces stress and 
enables people to concentrate on the task being performed. 
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Focus room
Red is a perfect colour for focus rooms – it motivates people 
to take action and helps them concentrate on a particular 
aim. It also works well in the situation when a task should  
be carried out quickly and carefully.

Meeting rooms
Turquoise and yellow help people acquire information 
and calm them down during public speeches. Turquoise 
also stimulates creativity and facilitates the expression of 
thoughts, while yellow supports creative thinking and aids 
in taking quick decisions.

Creative meeting places
Orange and pink are colours that support conceptual 
thinking and work well in places designed for holding 
informal creative meetings in a team. Interestingly, pink 
helps people get rid of negative emotions, while creating 
a warm and pleasant atmosphere.

Managerial office
Classic black and intense purple are the best colours 
for managerial offices. Black is a colour of elegance but 
also domination. Purple symbolises extravagance and 
independence. It is also a colour of luxury that highlights 
individualism and self-confidence.
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ERA CSE01 ERA CSE11 NL Natural 
Country Beech

NL Natural 
Country Beech

ERA CSE10 RAL 9016 
Traffic white

ERA CSE29 ERA CSE41ERA CSE26 ERA CSE11NA Aragon OakERA CSE20 ERA CSE28RAL 9005
Jet black

RAL 9005
Jet black

Play with colours  
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Play with colours  
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Little things  
make us happy
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76% of people claim that an office with a non-standard  fit-out affects work efficiency, so by arranging an office properly we can 
motivate people and inspire them to take action.

It is not time effective looking for documents and other materials we need for work. Thanks to the Play&Work functional 
accessories, everything is within reach and everyday work becomes more effective.

Handbags, backpacks and other bags can be problematic obstructions for every office. The Play&Work system offers a perfect 
solution for everyone who wants to keep their personal items close. 

Bag holder   

Binder box 
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Media box 

Table tray (soft seating) Freestanding metal organiser  

Freestanding metal organiser, magnetic board  with a wooden pencil tray 
and pencil box  

Headphones holder  Upholstered pads for metal panels   

Horizontal shelf (A4)  
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Cellular board

The selected freestanding desks are made of one-sided 
laminated cellular board – a modern and eco-friendly 
material widely used in the furniture industry.  
It is a composite board made of paper filling resembling 
a honeycomb and high-resistance surface layers. 

The top layer is made of deco laminate, while the bottom 
side is covered with grey backing laminate. The tops  
are connected to frames using Hettinject joints. 

1 m3

of solid wood:

60 m2

of 38 mm cellular board
25 m2

of 38 mm chipboard 

Eco-friendly solution 
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Cellular board

 Top layer 

 Paper filling

Lightness – furniture made of cellular board is more 
functional, easier to arrange, and more eco-friendly.  
The use of cellular board helps to optimise transport 
costs and fuel consumption.

Great resistance – thanks to its multilayered structure, 
cellular board is exceptionally resistant to bending.
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Daily search for documents is a big waste of time, so it is 
worth planning how to store them as early as at the stage of 
designing your office. The Play&Work cabinets offer a wide 
range of functionalities to meet your company’s needs. 
Good work organisation is one of the most important factors 
influencing employee efficiency.

Storage

36
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Desk sharing is a broader idea that offers various facilities 
within the corporate space and benefits the employee. 
According to this concept, performing office work efficiently 
and comfortably does not depend on having one’s own desk, 
but rather having access to different places where particular 
tasks can be done. Any space based on desk sharing must 
be equipped with lockers – small lockable units assigned 
to particular employees that are designed for storing their 
documents, bags, personal items, etc.

The Play&Work system offers its own model of lockers. They 
are a perfect complement of the entire line of cabinets.

Storage
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Technical details
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Patented solutions

The table’s base is made of a rectangular top rail joined  
to a U-shaped tubular frame using a welded joint.  
To connect the frame to the base a patented “Connector 
Inset” block is used. The connector that the frame beams are 
fitted with utilises a special cone-shaped tenon which fits 
neatly into its corresponding socket in the base.

The rectangular steel frame is fixed to the underside  
of the desktop with a set of spacers. There are special through 
holes in the desk beams that accommodate hooks allowing 
for suspending the perforated cable trunking. 
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Desks

The desk has a solid, resistant metal counter supporting structure that consists of a base and a frame to which the desktop is 
fixed. U-shaped leg of a rounded profile with an equal diameter over the entire length makes an excellent detail.

The Walter Gropius’ chairs from the early twentieth century represent this inspiration. The ladder-shaped panel is the most 
distinctive element of the system design, inspired by balcony balustrades at the Bauhaus building.

The wide range of top dimensions and many types of legs let you arrange the space at your convenience. As the desks with 
rectangular tops or tops rounded on one side can be integrated with a cabinet, you may save a lot of space.
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Workbenches

The structure of workbench workstations is similar to the structure of desks. Workbench tops are additionally 
equipped with a sliding top mechanism that ensures easy access to horizontal wire trunking.

The height-adjustable tops in workbenches with an H-type leg allow employees to adjust the workstation to their 
individual needs.

43



Product range

Desks

Freestanding desks with a U-shaped base 
/desks for integration with a cabinet

The desk has a solid, resistant metal counter supporting 
structure that consists of a U-shaped base and a frame to 
which the desktop is fixed. Desktops are available in three 
finishes: 
|  melamine – 25 mm melamine double-faced chipboard, 

class E1,
|  laminate – 25 mm chipboard coated with HPL laminate; 

the underside of the desktop is covered 
with grey backing laminate, 

|  linoleum – 25 mm birch plywood coated with natural 
furniture linoleum; the underside of the desktop is covered 
with grey backing paper.

Frame – made of a 30 × 40 × 3 mm rectangular steel profile that 
ensures the support is where it is needed. The frame is powder-
coated. The U-shaped base (O-type legs) is made of Ø 40 mm, 
2 mm thick profile which is attached to the frame beams. 
Base – is rounded to a 40 mm radius (inner radius).  
The upper leg beam is made of a 40 × 50 × 3 mm steel profile.  
The system offers the following desktop types: 
|  rectangular desktops, 
| desktops one-side rounded – 50 mm radius, 
| desktops both-sides rounded – 50 mm radius. 
Desks with rectangular tops or tops rounded on one side  
can be integrated with a cabinet. Additionally, 2 mm laser 
edge banding versions are available – for a surcharge – to 
melamines desktops of freestanding desks. Decors available 
with laser edge for melamines are: BI White, NH Maple, MP 
Platinum, NJ Acacia Light. The frame structure enables desks 
to be fitted with horizontal wire trunking. The trunking is 
assembled using plastic anchors. The same anchors are also 
used to fit desks with vertical wire trunking.

Desktop shapes 

Rectangular desktop  

Rectangular desktop for integration with cabinets 

Desktop one-side rounded  

Desktop one-side rounded  
for integration with cabinets 

Desktop both-sides rounded
(freestanding desk)
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Product range

Rectangular 

One-side rounded  

Both-sides rounded 

Desktop shapes 
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Product range

Desks

Freestanding desks with a T-shaped base 

The desk has a solid metal structure that consists of a T-shaped 
base and a frame, to which the desktop is fixed. Desktops are 
available in three different finishes:
|  melamine – 25 mm double faced melamine chipboard,  

class E1,
|   laminate – 25 mm chipboard coated with HPL laminate 

on both sides; the underside of the desktop is covered 
with grey backing laminate,

|  linoleum – 25 mm birch plywood coated with natural 
furniture linoleum; the underside of the desktop is covered 
with grey backing paper. 

The following types of desktop are available:
|  rectangular desktops,
|  desktops rounded to a 50 mm radius on both sides.

The metal desk frame comprises a beam made  
of a 102 × 50 × 3 mm rectangular steel profile and 50 mm high 
desktop brackets. The frame is powder-coated. The T-shaped 
base made of a Ø 70 mm, 2 mm thick round profile (outer 
profile diameter) is attached to the beam and brackets. The 
base consists of a column made of a Ø 70 mm round profile 
(outer profile diameter) and a foot with rounded edges and the 
following dimensions: height 30 mm, width 80 mm. 
The following types of T-shaped base are available:
| without height adjustment, fixed height: 740 mm,
|  with manual height adjustment, raster type, in the range: 

650 – 890 mm,
|  with manual height adjustment with a crank, in the range: 

650 – 1050 mm,
|  with electric height adjustment, in the range: 650 

– 1300 mm.
Additionally, 2 mm laser edge banding versions are available 
– for a surcharge – to melamines desktops. Decors available 
with laser edge for melamines are: BI White, NH Maple,
MP Platinum, NJ Acacia Light. The frame structure enables 
desks to be fitted with vertical wire trunking. The trunking is 
assembled using dedicated plastic connectors. Upholstered 
horizontal wire trunking is also available, fixed directly to the 
desktop.

Desktop shapes 

Rectangular desktop Desktop both-sides rounded 
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Product range

Rectangular 

Both-sides rounded 

Desktop shapes 
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Product range

Desk for integration with a sideboard

Desks

Desktop shapes 

Desks with a U-shaped base for integration with a sideboard

The tops of desks for integration with a sideboard are 
available in three different finishes: melamine, laminate and 
linoleum. Desktops are rounded to a 50 mm radius.  
In the case of desktops made of plywood, the desktop edge 
is additionally rounded to a 20 mm radius. The narrow edge 
of desktops made of plywood is protected with wax. 
Desk base – on one side the desktop is supported by  
a U-shaped leg, while on the other side by a bracket fixed  
to the desk frame and sideboard structure. 
The following three types of sideboard are available: 
|  double sliding door (one-sided sideboard), 
|  one sliding door (double-sided sideboard), 
|  one sliding door, open shelves and drawers (double-sided 

sideboard).

Desktop both-sides rounded 
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Rectangular desktop  
 

Rectangular desktop for integration  
with cabinets

Desktop one-side rounded 
| 

Desktop one-side rounded  for integration 
with cabinets

Desktop both-sides rounded without  
an extension possibility

Product range

Workbench

Workbench workstations with a U-shaped base / 
workbench workstations for integration with a cabinet

The system offers the following top types: 
|  rectangular tops without curves, 
|  rectangular tops without curves + 1 × desk extension, 
|  rectangular tops without curves + 2 × desk extension, 
|  tops one-side rounded, 
|  tops both-sides rounded. 

Additionally, 2 mm laser edge banding versions are 
available – for a surcharge – to melamines desktops of 
freestanding workbenches. Decors available with laser edge 
for melamines are: BI White, NH Maple, MP Platinum, NJ 
Acacia Light. There is a possibility to extend workbench 
workstations by attaching additional units to the base 
modular unit. In the extended workstations, the workbench 
base (central leg) is recessed 400 mm away from the edge  
of the top. Because of their structure, the workbenches can 
be integrated with one-sided and double-sided cabinets and 
equipped with upholstered panels and simple metal panels. 
The process of assembling panels is similar to the process  
of fixing them to desks with a U-shaped base.

Desktop shapes 
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Rectangular desktop with electric height adjustment Desktop both-sides rounded with electric height adjustment

Product range

Workbench

Height-adjustable workbench workstations 
with an H-shaped base

Workbench workstations have a solid metal construction  
that consists of an H-shaped base and a frame. The top is 
fixed to the frame. Desktops are available in three finishes: 
melamine, laminate and linoleum. The following desktop 
shapes are available: 
|  rectangular, 
| both-sides rounded to a 50 mm radius.
Additionally, 2 mm laser edge banding versions are 
available – for a surcharge – to melamines desktops. Decors 
available with laser edge for melamines are: BI White, NH 
Maple, MP Platinum, NJ Acacia. The frame structure of the 
workbench workstation with an H-shaped base is the same 
as that of the freestanding desk with a T-shaped base. The 
base consists of four round columns joined together with two 
crossbeams and one longitudinal beam. The diameter of the 
outer column profile is 70 mm. An adapter with a levelling foot 
in the range  
of + 10 mm is attached to the column. The following base 
types are available: 
|  with manual height adjustment with a crank, in the range: 

650 – 1050 mm, 
|  with electric height adjustment, in the range: 

650 – 1300 mm.
The workbench workstation’s structure allows for assembling 
horizontal and vertical upholstered wire trunking. Workbench 
workstations can also be equipped with angular metal panels 
and an upper upholstered panel.

Desktop shapes 

Rectangular desktop with manual height adjustment
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Product range

Desktop shapes 

 Rectangular 
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Panels for desks with  
a U-shaped base (low)

Panels for desks with  
a T-shaped base (low)

Panels for workbench workstations  
with a U-shaped base (low)

Panels for desks with  
a U-shaped base (high)

Panels for workbench workstations with  
a H-shaped base

Bottom upholstered panels for desks  
with a U-shaped base

Bottom upholstered panels for desks  
with a T-shaped base

Panels for desks with  
a T-shaped base (high)

Panels for workbench workstations with 
a U-shaped base (high) 

Product range

Upholstered panels

Upper panels (low and high), side and bottom panels are 
available. Panels with connectors that can attach a panel  
to the desk beam are available for desks and workbenches 
with a U-shaped base. Panels equipped with a special handle  
to fix a panel directly to the desk edge are available for desks 
with a T-shaped base. Panels are additionally stabilised using 
grub screws attached to the underside of the desktop.  
An upper high panel fixed to the longitudinal beam with 
invisible metal connectors is available for height-adjustable 
workbench workstations with an H-shaped base. The panel 
has fixed height: 737 mm or in lower version 607 mm. The 
system offers fully upholstered panels – upholstered with 
Blazer fabric (100 % wool) or Synergy fabric (95% wool, 5% 
polyamide). Inside the panel, there is a wooden frame filled 
with a hardboard core. The upholstered panels are pinnable. 
The upper panels can be additionally equipped with an 
organiser strip. Selected models of desks and workbenches 
can be associated as well with CS5040 upholstered or felt 
panel.

Upholstered panels
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Upper angular panel for desks and workbench 
workstations with an H-shaped base (high)

Upper angular panel for desks and workbench 
workstations with an H-shaped base (low)

Upper panel for workbench workstations  
with a U-shaped base

Product range

Metal panels

Metal angular panels are available for desks and workbench 
workstations with an H-shaped base. Upper straight panel 
is available for workbench workstations with a U-shaped 
base. The panels are fixed directly to the desktop surface. 
The process of assembling a metal panel is very easy – it is 
just pulled over the desktop. To prevent a metal panel from 
moving, a grub screw is used to fix it to the underside of the 
desktop (the desktop surface remains untouched). Thanks 
to this system, metal panels can be added or removed easily. 
The panels consist of white, black or aluminum powder-
coated metal bars (Ø 10 mm). They are available  
in 2 different heights and widths. 

Metal panels 
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Headphones holder  Cable outlet  

Binder box 

Magnetic board  

Leather pad  

 Horizontal shelf (A4)  Magnetic board with  
a wooden pencil tray  

Freestanding metal organiser  Upholstered pads for metal panels 

Bag holder  Pencil box  

Magnetic board with  
a pencil tray  

Media box 

Product range

Accessories

Thanks to their structure, the accessories can be fixed  
to desk panels and cabinet metal panels without tools.  
The Play&Work system offers a wide range of accessories:
|  Upholstered pads for metal panels – made of Blazer or 

Synergy fabric. To be assembled properly, the pads just 
need to be put on the panel and fastened to it using a zip.

|  Wooden organisers to be put on the desktop – thanks  
to the possibility to integrate a pencil box with a metal 
panel, the mobile wooden organiser enables the user  
to keep their workstation neat and tidy. 

|  Metal accessories that can be hung on the panel, 
e.g. a magnetic board or pencil box or headphones holder.
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Horizontal metal wire trunking (2 pcs)  Horizontal upholstered wire trunking for desks/
workbench workstations with a U-shaped base 

Horizontal upholstered wire trunking for desks 
with  a T-shaped base  

Vertical upholstered wire trunking for desks/
workbench workstations without height adjustment  

Vertical upholstered wire trunking for desks with 
manual height adjustment and for a high table  

Vertical upholstered wire trunking for desks/ 
workbench workstations with electric height 
adjustment  

Product range

Wire trunking 

Desks and workbench workstations can be fitted with 
horizontal and vertical wire trunking. There are two types  
of horizontal wire trunking available: metal trunking 
delivered in a set of two items, and upholstered trunking. 
Wire trunking is available with an assembly kit adjusted  
to desks and workbench workstations with a U-shaped base; 
the trunking is assembled to the beams located under  
the desktop. For desks with a T-shaped base,  
the trunking is fixed to the underside of the desktop  
using plastic connectors. Vertical wire trunking is fixed  
using plastic connectors. It is made of Blazer fabric  
(100% wool) or Synergy fabric (95% wool, 5% polyamide)  
and available within the Play&Work system. The trunking  
is available in 3 different heights: 850 mm, 1200 mm  
and 1500 mm and with different diameters: 38 mm  
and 65 mm. The 850 mm trunking is available for desks  
and workbench workstations with fixed height. The 1200 mm 
trunking is perfect for a high table integrated with a cabinet 
and workstations with manual height adjustment.  
The 1500 mm trunking is available for workstations with 
electric height adjustment.

Wire trunking 
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Product range

Soft seating Play&Work

Play&Work soft seating line consists of the following modules : 1-seater sofa, 1,5-seater sofa with table, 1,5-seater sofa with fixed 
writing tablet, 2-seater sofa and freestanding table.

Left and right versions available for 1-seater and 1,5 – seater sofas. For 1,5-seater module, right or left version is defined by the table or 
fixed writing tablet location from perspective of seated person. For 1-seater module, right or left version is defined by the corner panel 
location from perspective of seated person.

All sofa models have the same depth and two possible heights, 
depending on the selected configuration of panels and upper 
panels:

1,5 SEATER SOFA with table 
width: 1140 mm

1-SEATER SOFA width: 750 mm
 

Right version  Right version Left version  Left version Left version Right version 

1,5 SEATER SOFA with fixed  
writing tablet width: 1170 mm

2-SEATER SOFA 
width: 1598 mm

TABLE

High panel 

12
20

 m
m

12
20

 m
m

15
56

  m
m

750 mm 750 mm 750 mm

Low panel + upper panel High panel + upper panel
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400 mm

500 mm

300 mm

2-SEATER SOFA 
width: 1598 mm
| BANQUETTE 2 PLACES
 larg. 1598 mm

Product range

Sofa base consists of two legs made of a U-shaped bent 
metal tube with a diameter of 30 mm. The legs are fitted 
with adjustable glides, and are fixed to the frame of the seat 
on the inside of its structure. 
The frame is one single bottom element of the entire seat. 
The structural material of the frame is wood, which is 
upholstered with foam-laminated fabric. The height of the 
lower part of the seat or the finished frame is 100 mm.
Seat foam forms the upper level of the seat, with height  
of 100 mm. The seat cushion is fastened with Velcro to the 
upholstered seat frame, while the backrest and armrests are 
fastened to the upholstered seat foam and the upholstered 
panel. The cushions are not recommended to be removed.

The writing tablet (only for Sofa 1,5 D) : is made of 
melamine faced chipboard, thickness 25 mm. Sofa 1,5 D has 
a storage space for personal items underneath the writing 
tablet. The storage space is not visible from the front of the 
sofa as it is a fully upholstered part.

Integrated table (only for Sofa 1,5 T): is made of solid wood: 
beech or oak, with a milled tray in the top. It is integrated 
with the frame of the sofa seat with screw-in connectors. 
Table thickness is 25 mm. Sofa 1,5 T can be ordered with 
80 mm wireless charger Mini Batt, built in the table top.
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The base of the table is made of welded Ø 30 mm metal 
tubes. The vertical tube ends with a horizontal plate to 
which the table top is fixed. Finish options for the base are 
black, white and aluminium. 
The top is assembled to the base with connectors screwed 
into the plate welded to the base leg.
The table top can be made of:
|  25 mm thick melamine faced chipboard (MFC),
|  23 mm solid beech or oak wood with pen and a cup  

milled organiser.

Front  Side 

Product range

Panels and upper panels are mounted to the seat of each 
sofa, at the back of its structure. The structure is made of 
plywood covered with fabric laminated with 5 mm foam. 
Panel thickness is 30 mm. On the back part of panels, 
characteristic stitching of the Play & Work line is applied on 
the upholstered surface. Panels come in two heights.  
The high panels are available with or without upper sections. 
Upper panel structure is made of plywood covered with 
fabric laminated with 5 mm foam. On the back part of upper 
panels, there is characteristic stitching of the Play&Work line. 
Upper panels are fixed to panels with special connectors.

The following panel and upper panel configurations are 
possible:
LUU – low panel + upholstered upper panel 
H – high panel 
HUU – high panel + upholstered upper panel 

Media ports
Sofas can be fitted with PIX media ports from Bachmann. 
You can choose a media port with one 230V socket or with 
double USB charger.

Free-standing table 
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1. Double-sided cabinets (Depth: 445 mm) 

2.    One-sided cabinets (Depth: 445 mm)

1

2

Product range

Cabinets

Cabinets for integration with desks / workbenches 
with a U-shaped base

Cabinets are made of 18 and 25 mm melamine double 
faced chipboard (class E1) and are fitted with a metal plinth 
equipped with metal levelling feet. Cabinets are available as 
a one-sided option that can be integrated with a single desk, 
or as a double-sided option that is used to integrate two 
desks. Cabinets can also be integrated with workbenches. 
The arrangement comprises at least two cabinets  
(left and right versions) integrated with a workbench  
base modular unit. The workstation can be extended  
by attaching additional units. Cabinets are available  
with sliding door, drawers and open shelves. Thanks  
to the sliding door system, users can have easy access  
to their own space without disturbing each other. Cabinets 
are available in two different heights: 3.5 OH (1212 mm)  
and 4.5 OH (1585 mm), and in two different widths: 1600 
and 1800 mm. Every cabinet is equipped with a metal panel. 
There are two types of handle available (as standard): 
| wooden,
|   metal.

Cabinets 
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Product range

Freestanding cabinets

Cabinets are made of 18 and 25 mm melamine double faced 
chipboard (class E1). All cabinets are fitted with a metal 
plinth equipped with metal levelling feet. Cabinets are 
available as a one-sided or double-sided option. Cabinets  
are available with sliding door and open shelves. Thanks  
to the sliding door system, users can have easy access 
to their own space without disturbing each other, which 
improves their comfort and privacy. Cabinets are available 
in two different heights: 3.5 OH (1212 mm) and 4.5 OH 
(1585 mm), and the width: 1600 mm. Every cabinet  
is equipped with a metal panel that enables the user  
to customise their workstation using a wide range 
 of accessories for the third working level.
There are two types of handle available (as standard):
| wooden,
| metal.

Cabinets with a seat 

Low cabinets with a seat are available as a one-sided or 
double-sided option. Depending on the chosen version, 
cabinets are available without a backrest, with a one-sided 
backrest or a double-sided backrest. Every cabinet is fitted 
with a pad upholstered with Blazer fabric (100% wool)  
or Synergy fabric (95% wool, 5% polyamide).  
Dimensions:
| height: 470 mm (seat), 740 mm (backrest),  
| width: 1600 mm,  
| depth: 400 mm.

Cabinets 

1. Cabinets with a seat 

2. Freestanding cabinets
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Lockers cabinet

Product range

Lockers cabinet is made of 18 mm melamine double faced 
chipboard (class E1) based on solid metal plinth made of 
40 × 20 × 1,5 mm profile, equipped with levelling feet.
Cabinets are available in two different heights – 3.5 OH 
(1212 mm) or 4.5 OH (1585 mm) and the following widths 
– 1200 and 1600 mm. Lockers depth is 445 mm. Each unit
is equipped with two hinges with 110° opening angle and
soft close system. Fronts are made of 18 mm melamine
chipboard or 15 mm plywood covered with an HPL laminate.
There are three types of locks available:
|   cylinder lock with two folding keys (black),
|   manual combination lock (black) with fixed code mode

(free code mode on request),
|   electronic lock with card key.
Locks are available in right or left version within the entire 
cabinet. Units with cylinder or electronic lock (without 
correspondence slot version) are equipped with one of the 
following handle type:
|   metal handle (form SQart system),
|   beech wood handle (Play&Work).
Lockers with correspondence slots are made without 
handles. Rounded correspondence slot replaces the handle. 
Slot dimensions are about: 312 mm width, 21 mm height. 
Slot edge in melamine front is protected by plastic cover. 
The cover color corresponds with the metal plinth which 
is available in: white, aluminium or black. Slot edge in HPL 
laminated front has a visible plywood structure protected 
with wax.
Each unit contains one 18 mm shelf, adjustable in 32 mm 
increments.
Lockers can be equipped with 2 x USB charger (black) 
placed in the lower part of each unit for additional charge.
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Product range

High table for integration 
with a cabinet

The structure of a high table is similar to the structure  
of a desk. The table is 1117 mm high, 600 mm deep and 
1200 mm wide. There is a one-sided cabinet designed  
for integration with the high table (width: 1600 mm, 
height: 1117 mm, depth: 445 mm) available in the following 
configuration: double sliding door and open shelves.

High table for integration with a cabinet  

Stationary sideboard  
for integration with a table 

The following three types of sideboard are available: 
| double sliding door (one-sided sideboard),  
| one sliding door (double-sided sideboard),  
|  one sliding door, open shelves and 3 drawers  

(double-sided sideboard). 
It is made of 18 mm melamine double faced chipboard  
(class E1). The sideboard drawers are equipped with a soft-
close system. They also have a stop control plus function.  
The 3 drawers and open shelves are within the user’s reach, 
while the sliding door is opened on the outer side  
of the desk.  
Sideboard dimensions: 
|  width: 1800 mm, 
|  height: 595 mm,
|  depth: 445 mm.

Stationary sideboards for integration with a table 
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Product range

Big Orga Tower

Big Orga Tower is made of 18 and 25 mm melamine double 
faced chipboard (class E1) and comes with a metal base, 
equipped with metal levelling feet. Big Orga Tower is available 
in three types:
| drawer + open shelves with a chipboard back,
| drawer + open shelves with a metal panel,
| high drawer (optionally with USB charger)
with a chipboard back.
Both types are fitted with a 1.5 OH drawer (standard office 
workstation height – 740 mm). Big Orga Tower is available  
as a right – or left-handed option. Dimensions: height – 
1117 mm, width – 400 mm, depth – 800 mm.
The Big OT pedestal is also available with pencil trays,  
a cable outlet and a USB charger. This version has the following  
dimensions: depth – 800 mm, width – 445 mm, height – 3.5 OH 
(1212 mm). There are two possible locations of the cable outlet: 
central or lower.

Big Orga Tower  

Cable outlet  USB charger (2×)  Big Orga Tower pencil trays

Accessories | Accessoires 
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